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BROADBAND-TESTING

Broadband-Testing is Europe’s foremost independent network testing facility and consultancy
organisation for broadband and network infrastructure products.

Based in Andorra, Broadband-Testing provides extensive test demo facilities. From this base,
Broadband-Testing provides a range of specialist IT, networking and development services to
vendors and end-user organisations throughout Europe, SEAP and the United States.

Broadband-Testing is an associate of the following:

Limbo Creatives (bespoke software development)

Broadband-Testing Laboratories are available to vendors and end-users for fully independent
testing of networking, communications and security hardware and software.

Broadband-Testing Laboratories operates an Approval scheme which enables products to be
short-listed for purchase by end-users, based on their successful approval.

Output from the labs, including detailed research reports, articles and white papers on the latest
network-related technologies, are made available free of charge on our web site at
HTTP://www.broadband-testing.co.uk

Broadband-Testing Consultancy Services offers a range of network consultancy services
including network design, strategy planning, Internet connectivity and product development
assistance.

HTTP://www.broadband-testing.co.uk
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Historically, performance versus security has always been something of a trade-off,

especially when providing appliances to the small/medium business community
where price is an issue.

Advances in hardware technologies, such as Intel platforms, have given vendors

the opportunity to take advantage of multi-core CPU technology and provide the

levels of performance to support their high security feature levels.

With its Globemaster R2500 security appliance, NetPilot is using the latest quad-

core processor technology in order to deliver sustained performance levels with

high levels of security in place.

In terms of performance, we are not simply talking throughput but equally – or

more – important metrics, such as latency and the ability to sustain high numbers

of TCP connections, which are vital in maintaining application availability and

delivery in modern IT environments.

Putting the Globemaster R2500 to the test, we found that we were able to achieve

line rate using real http traffic in a true Internet clients to server farm simulation.

And this was achieved with zero lost packets, completely clean traffic in other

words.

We also managed to hit the ceiling of our testbed in terms of the maximum number
of Connections and Transactions Per Second the R2500 was able to generate – in

excess of 46,000 in this case – an excellent figure in its own right but one that the

appliance could possible exceed. In reality, this level of performance is well in

excess of that most SMB users would expect to generate.

Low latency – vital for application performance and especially real-time applications

– was also recorded across all tests, including UDP and TCP based traffic generation

tests. In many cases were recorded zero latency at lower traffic levels, with few

instances of millisecond delay (which itself is very low) even on loaded networks.
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INTRODUCTION: SECURITY VERSUS PERFORMANCE

In many ways the idea of security versus performance has always been something of a

trade-off.

Here at Broadband-Testing labs we have seen – over the years – the problems of trying

to maintain high performance levels when, at the same time, trying to secure a network

as tightly as possible. In this particular scenario it largely boils down to the hardware in

use. This was particularly a problem for the lower-end security appliance, those aimed at

small and medium businesses (SMBs), where the device would simply run out of

horsepower under stress.

But times have changed from a hardware perspective as “vanilla” platforms from the likes

of Intel have massively advanced in terms of power:price ration. Instead of one core per

processor we now have two or four – like having a multi-processor platform with just a

single CPU. Of course, it’s still vital that the underlying Operating System (OS), be it

standard – such as a Linux variant – or proprietary is able to take advantage of this

potential, likewise 4GB of memory rather than 512MB, for example. If you can take

advantage of these developments, then it is realistic to offer a security appliance at the

SMB level that delivers on both count – security and performance. These are the claims of

NetPilot, whose Globemaster R2500 UTM (Unified Threat Management) appliance we are

putting to the test here.

From transaction-intensive database applications to real-time applications such as video

and voice, the IT world of the SMB now mirrors that of the enterprise, so the performance

requirements of a smaller company very much follow those of a larger company. So when

we talk about performance here, we are not simply talking throughput but equally – or

more – important metrics, such as latency and the ability to sustain high numbers of TCP

connections, which are vital in maintaining application availability and delivery in modern

IT environments.

Let us then see how the NetPilot Globemaster R2500 delivered in terms of low latency,

good throughput levels and sustained TCP performance. First, however, we’ll outline the

product itself.
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NETPILOT GLOBEMASTER R2500 – PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The Globemaster R2500 is what NetPilot describes as providing “UTM Premium” security

for up to a recommended limit of 500 users.

Figure 1 – NetPilot Globemaster R2500

Physically, it comes in a 1U rack mount enclosure, with three Gigabit Ethernet ports and

storage in the form of an 80GB solid state drive (SSD) and is based around a quad-core

processor platform. NetPilot makes the point that SSDs are around 10 times more reliable

than hard disks and consume considerably less power. At the same time SSDs read and

write data at up to three times the speed of hard disks, so there is a performance benefit

too.

By “Premium”, what NetPilot is defining is a UTM device designed for companies needing

the highest levels of security available, regardless of size. NetPilot claims that its
Premium pack has the most Checkmark accreditations of any UTM product currently

available. It includes AV for email and browsing from Sophos, anti-spam, email policy

controls, URL filtering, anti-spyware, advanced firewall, IDS/IPS, and access to the

software upgrade service. Upgrade options include the VPN Plus SSL technology (see box-

out). The device is shipped with a 12 month subscription to all 3rd party services used

with the Globemaster.

Feature Summary:

UTM Security

• Advanced firewall (stateful packet inspection based)

• Anti-virus for email and browsing powered by Sophos

• Anti-spam

• Anti-spyware (including proxy malware scanning)

• Email policy controls

• Intrusion detection and prevention (IDS/IPS)

• URL Filtering (94 categories as standard – on-box logging and analysis)

• Software upgrade service (see below)

Management Features

• Easy-to-use system admin interface

• Statistics and reports

• Simple configuration
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• Remote support

• Automatic upgrades

Key VPN Functionality

• Site to Site, unit to unit (unlimited VPN clients, up to 200 tunnels)

• Independently Checkmark accredited
• IPSec as standard

• Optional upgrade to latest SSL VPN Plus

Other Key Features

• Web page caching (http and ftp caching)

• User and group access controls

• Time-based connectivity controls

• Web access controls and filters

• Multiple configurable Ethernet ports for LAN, WAN or DMZ

SSL VPN Plus Upgrade

SSL VPN Plus is described by NetPilot as 3rd Generation SSL technology and is built into

every NetPilot.

It is activated by purchasing the appropriate licence key. SSL VPN Plus from Neoaccel

provides remote access to the network from any remote computer anywhere in the world.

NetPilot is the only UTM appliance available with Neoaccel SSL VPN Plus. The vendor

claims a much faster (up to 70 times faster) robust and more secure connection using

this technology, rather than standard solutions. Endpoint security checks occur

throughout the session and not just at start-up. Combined with Data Leakage Prevention

(DLP) techniques and support for RSA, Citrix, reverse proxy, RADIUS and Active Directory

the idea is that, whether you connect from an Internet Café, Smartphone or a corporate

workstation or laptop, the users session is 100% secure and high-performing (within the

limits of the connection itself).
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PUT TO THE TEST

Test Bed Overview

For our testing of the Globemaster R2500, we used a Spirent Avalanche 290 traffic

generator.

The Avalanche 290 was able to generate both client and server simulations with a range

of traffic options – basically it can simulate any type of real-world traffic. So we create a

simple topology using one Gigabit Ethernet port for incoming client traffic on the

Globemaster and a second Gigabit Port for outgoing server traffic. This topology thereby

completely removed any complexity that might lead to hidden bottlenecks and false

results. When it come to testbeds, simple is best! We used this testbed to generate http

traffic for a range of tests and a similar setup for further UDP testing.

Throughput Tests

In theory, the Globemaster R2500 should be able to run at line rate – in this case at

1Gbps, given the Gigabit Ethernet configuration.

So we created a test using http traffic with a 100KB file (in order to generate sufficient

bandwidth usage) retrieved with an http GET command, running as high as we could

while achieving zero packet loss.

Figure 2 – Globemaster: Bandwidth Test

Bi-directional traffic achieved a total throughput marginally short of 1Gbps which, in real

terms, equates to line rate. And, remember, this is with zero lost packets, so all data was

delivered perfectly.

During the same test we also measured latency figures, in terms of server response time

– i.e. application response time, the key metric of interest for the user base. We saw a

minimum latency of 52μs (microseconds) and an average of 304μs – still way below

millisecond (ms) delay and running at line speed – very impressive, when you consider

that a 50ms delay is fine for top quality voice traffic, let alone 52μs.
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Figure 3 – Globemaster: Bandwidth Test – Server Response Time

Connections Per Second (CPS) Tests

Depending on the application, the ability to support high levels of concurrent TCP

connections is very important if those applications are to perform well and users are not

dropped from their connections. So we created a test based around http traffic and a

64byte file size, allowing us to generate lots of connections (one connection per

transaction) rather than pure bandwidth in this case, with a simulated user base of 110 –

ideal SMB territory. Our testbed setup here – from the Spirent perspective – is designed

to support around 45,000CPS; this is a high figure for a security appliance aimed at the

SMB market. However, we found that the Globemaster was able to hit the performance

ceilings of the Spirent Avalanche 290 (itself designed for SMB level products and
specialist applications) registering 46,302 CPS and TPS (Transactions Per Second),

averaging 39,825TPS throughout the test.

Figure 4 – Globemaster: CPS Test
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Again we also measured latency in this test, a very different kind of delay test here, given

that we were generating significantly more transactions and TCP connections than

previously, albeit at lower bandwidth levels (around 300Mbps).

Figure 5 – Globemaster: CPS Test – Server Response Time

In this particular case, the minimum server response time recorded was low enough to

register as zero on our testbed while the maximum was 1.55ms, hardly surprising when

handling over 46,000CPS and still a very low level of delay.

Transactions Per Second (TPS) Tests

In addition to the CPS tests, we also ran a series of TPS tests using different file sizes

with an http GET instruction. Using file sizes between 512bytes and 10KB we were able to

generate very different bandwidth levels and compare performance in each case.

Figure 6 – Globemaster: TPS Test – Bandwidth
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Figure 7 – Globemaster: TPS Test – TPS

The number of transactions you are able to generate is directly inverse to the amount of

bandwidth available/file size so, unsurprisingly we saw a lower TPS with the 10KB file size

(10,312 max) than with the smaller file sizes. However, in each of the other cases we

were able to hit to c.45,000TPS limits of the testbed we had in use, an excellent result.

Again we measured latency during these tests. Regardless of file size, we recorded

minimum server response times of zero (i.e. early in the test when less transactions are

being generated as the test ramps up, but still with traffic being generated) and

impressive maximum response times all of which we significantly sub-millisecond, as you

can see below (for example, 0.204ms = 204μs) despite 45,00TPS being generated.

Figure 8 – Globemaster: TPS Test – Server Response Time
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UDP Latency Tests

Since many applications – such as video – use UDP rather than TCP, we also ran some

latency tests using this protocol instead, using a second Spirent testbed, optimised for

UDP traffic generation.

First we ran a test a full line rate with packet sizes varying between 64bytes and 1518

bytes (the maximum standard, rather than jumbo, Ethernet allows).

Figure 9 – Globemaster: UDP Test – Server Response Time At Line Rate

Latency (ms)
Min Avge Max

0.013 0.964 2.47
0.022 0.091 0.203
0.033 0.422 0.78
0.037 0.36 0.625

As we can see, minimum recorded latency was 13μs with a 64byte packet, rising to only

37μs with a 1518byte packet size. Averages were all sub millisecond, while only the

maximum latency for the 64byte test run saw it creep into millisecond territory.
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We then reran the UDP tests with a range of different network loads, from 32.5% to 55%.

In each case we recorded a minimum latency of just 9μs, with averages also largely very

low – sub 40μs – and only two instances of millisecond delay, and in those cases it was

sub 2ms; very impressive overall, given the traffic levels being generated.

Latency (ms)
Min Avge Max

0.009 0.031 0.24
0.009 0.035 0.352
0.009 0.032 0.426

0.009 0.034 0.435
0.009 0.035 0.439
0.009 0.186 1.52
0.009 0.335 1.89

Figure 10 – Globemaster: UDP Test – Server Response Time At Varied Throughputs
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

In these tests we were looking to show that the old issue of performance versus security

being something of a trade-off no longer need to be an insurmountable problem.

Even the device under test, the NetPilot Globemaster R2500 UTM appliance, despite being

aimed at a maximum of 500 users, features quad-core CPU technology, 4GB of memory

and SSD storage. So we were hoping it could deliver performance as well as security and

we were not disappointed.

When putting the Globemaster R2500 to the test, we found that we were able to achieve

line rate using real http traffic in a true Internet clients to server farm simulation. And

this was achieved with zero lost packets, completely clean traffic in other words.

We also managed to hit the ceiling of our testbed in terms of the maximum number of

Connections and Transactions Per Second the R2500 was able to generate – in excess of

46,000 in this case – an excellent figure in its own right but one that the appliance could

possible exceed. In reality, this level of performance is well in excess of that most SMB

users would expect to generate.

Low latency – vital for application performance and especially real-time applications – was

also recorded across all tests, including UDP and TCP based traffic generation tests. In

many cases were recorded zero latency at lower traffic levels, with few instances of

millisecond delay (which itself is very low) even on loaded networks.

Overall, then, we were very satisfied with the performance levels we saw during the

testing and would suggest that the Globemaster R2500 has more than enough

horsepower to supports its target user market in a secure and highly performant fashion.


